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Abstract
The goal o f this research is to demonstrate that developing an inexpensive compact blimp
remote sensing system will allow for analysis and change detection o f environmental
characteristics over a small area. This system has scale and temporal advantages over
existing aircraft and space platforms. The blimp remote sensing platform is capable o f
temporal resolutions o f hours or days, while generating low cost, high spatial resolution
images. This contrasts with satellite and fixed wing aircraft systems that are costly to
purchase and operate, have low temporal resolutions, and may not provide adequate
spatial resolution to investigate small scale phenomena. As designed, the system consists
o f a 15ft long tethered blimp with an analog camera package attached to the keel of the
blimp. The blimp holds 300 cu ft o f helium and has a lift capacity o f 9 lbs at sea level. A
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blimp design was chosen over a round balloon design because o f the blimp’s increased
stability in windy conditions. Because o f the constraints o f infra-red film the spectral
response is limited to the green, red, and near infra-red parts o f the electro-magnetic
spectrum. As a proof o f concept, images were gathered during three flights over a
restored prairie site. The blimp system was able to gather low cost, high resolution
images, while loitering over the site. Operational costs were much lower than fixed wing
aircraft or satellite systems and mission tasking times were on the order of hours rather
than days, weeks or months. The most significant feature o f the blimp system was its
ability to gather imaging data in heavy overcast conditions that would have precluded
fixed wing aircraft missions and obscured satellite imaging.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Background
The history o f balloons and photography began in 1858, with the capture o f the
first aerial image by French author and artist Gaspard-Felix Toumachon. This first
photograph was taken from a tethered balloon over the Bievre Valley in France. In the
United States, James Wallace repeated this photographic feat in 1860, with his aerial
photograph o f Boston. During the American Civil War the balloons’ role was expanded
with usage as both a visual and photographic reconnaissance platform.

As time

progressed other uses for the balloon were envisioned. Thomas (1891) concludes “ ...to
the subject o f surveying by photography. The ideal survey of the future will probably be
carried out by an engineer aeronaut photographing from a balloon.” The popularity of
the balloon as an aerial platform held sway until the advent o f the airplane. With the
coming o f the age of airplanes, balloon photography died off and fixed wing aircraft took
its place as the preferred imaging platform. To this day, fixed wing aircraft remain as a
vital remote sensing platform. However, with the advent o f the space age, satellite
imaging has moved to the forefront of remote sensing research. In our headlong rush to
embrace the newest technology we may overlook older technology that might well meet
our needs. With upgrades, older technology may provide a more cost effective and
timelier vehicle to conduct our geographic research.

In the past, there has been a significant amount of research in the areas o f
agriculture, grasslands, and wetlands utilizing satellite and aerial remote sensing. Remote
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sensing in these areas are well summarized in Jensen (2005), King (1990), and Rundquist
and Samson (1988). One common thread amongst the publications and texts is the almost
exclusive use o f satellite and fixed wing aircraft imaging assets.
There are three major limiting factors in satellite and fixed wing aircraft systems.
These are a lack o f timeliness, spatial resolution constraints, and financial constraints as
elucidated by C. King (1990). The first limiting factor, temporal resolution, (the time
between successive images o f the same location), affects satellite imaging more than it
affects fixed wing aircraft imaging. With satellites there can be a time lag o f 16 days until
the orbit is correct to image the desired location, and even then cloud cover may obscure
the location, necessitating another 16 day wait. J.E Volgelmann and T.P DeFelice (2003)
noted that “For many locations on the Earth’s surface the 16 day repeat cycle o f typical
Landsat will not be enough to provide adequate information about interseasonal
reflectance trends for many o f the various types of land cover”. Fixed wing aircraft are
able to respond somewhat quicker, however they lack an extensive loiter capability, and
days may be required to prepare a mission.
The second limiting factor, spatial resolution, is another potential drawback to
satellite imaging. The 30-meter resolution of Landsat images may not be adequate to
identify small landscape details such a field boundaries or individual plant details.
According to Jensen (2005 pp 67-93) high spectral and temporal resolution systems such
as AVHRR (Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer) and MODIS (Moderate
Resolution Imaging Spectrometer) only provide spatial resolutions o f 1km.

Other

satellite systems such as Space Imaging’s IKONOS and Earth W atch’s QUICKBIRD
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provide higher temporal and spatial resolution than LANDSAT ETM+, however the
maximum spatial resolution of one meter is only available in the panchromatic band. At
a minimum, the near infra-red and red bands are required to utilize any o f the vegetative
indexes.
Fixed wing aircraft imaging has a finer spatial resolution than satellite systems,
but still may not be adequate if resolutions o f less than 1 meter are required. According to
Rundquist (2006), the CALMIT (Center for Advanced Land Management Information
Technologies) AISA Eagle aerial imaging package can obtain resolutions down to 0.71
meter. However as the aircraft is flown closer to the ground, to achieve better resolution,
the effect of aircraft speed will have a greater impact on image clarity.

Utilizing an

aircraft system to image a small area, 2 or 3 acres, would seem to be an extravagant use
o f valuable assets.
The third limiting factor, cost, can be very significant. Satellite images can cost
thousands of dollars each and the cost o f a fixed wing aircraft survey, while less costly
than a satellite survey, can still run into the thousands o f dollars. According to Perk
(2006), the operating cost of the CALMIT aircraft and AISA imaging system is $500 per
hour. It must be remembered that the mission cost includes the time to fly to and return
from the survey site. The costs o f a fixed wing aircraft survey can be lower than tasking a
satellite asset; however the cost to capture just one image can be very high.

One can imagine the ideal remote sensing system would have next to real time
imaging, high spatial and spectral resolution, and would cost very little to operate. I
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propose that a tethered blimp imaging system might come close to meeting most o f these
requirements.

Even though a blimp system is limited to surveys o f small areas, as

compared to the large area surveys o f satellites and fixed wing aircraft, it can fill a
valuable niche in limited area studies. The blimp system is able to gather data during
overcast conditions that preclude the use o f satellites or fixed wing aircraft. Projected
ground resolutions are on the order of 4cm per pixel depending on flight altitude. The
system is very time responsive with setup times of one hour or less. The blimp also has
the capability to loiter over a study area and capture repeated images, something that is
not possible with satellite systems.

Operational costs including helium, film and

processing are less than one hundred dollars ($100) per flight.
The use o f a blimp as a remote sensing platform in the latter half o f the 20

tVi

century and the beginning of the 21st has been limited at best. In commenting on his
large blimp imaging system, Inoue (2000) concludes “The performance o f the blimpbased system proved to be promising for low-altitude remote sensing”. The Inoue blimp
was 75 ft long and was driven by motors and controlled from the ground. In another
instance Murden (2000) states, “The blimp system we have described is a valuable tool to
monitor rangeland vegetation and can provide a compromise between ground-based
methods o f data collection and fixed-wing or satellite remote sensing. ... As a monitoring
tool, the blimp system is useful for field studies requiring acquisition of vertical lowaltitude color and NIR aerial photographs.” The Murden blimp is 21ft long and tethered
to the ground. The Murden system has several commonalities with the compact blimp
remote sensing system.
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Citations on fixed wing aircraft and satellite imaging in agriculture and wetlands
research are numerous. Procedures and processes used to analyze fixed wing aircraft and
satellite images have a direct correlation to blimp imaging and data processing. Once the
analog film is scanned and converted to a digital form, the same imaging software used
for satellite and aircraft imaging can be used to analyze blimp images. Aerial imaging has
contributed a great deal to our understanding o f agricultural and environmental
ecosystems. I believe that a blimp remote sensing system with its increased resolution,
low cost, and timeliness can be a valuable tool for agricultural and environmental
research.

1.2 Objective / Hypothesis
The objective o f this research is to develop a remote sensing platform that is
capable o f temporal resolutions o f 2 or 3 days, while generating low cost, high spatial
resolution images. This contrasts with satellite and fixed wing aircraft systems that are
costly to purchase and operate, have low temporal resolutions, and may not provide
adequate spatial resolutions to investigate small-scale phenomenon.

The hypothesis is that developing a compact blimp remote sensing system will
enable, over a small study area, change detection o f environmental characteristics at a
scale much larger than using high altitude / space borne remote sensing systems. It is also
hypothesized that the compact blimp remote sensing system will be able to gather image
data in conditions that would preclude the use o f aircraft or satellite systems.
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Chapter 2 Methods
2.1 Introduction
The Compact Blimp Remote Sensing System has been designed specifically to
address the problem of low temporal resolution and high costs associated with satellite
and fixed wing aircraft systems.

Most of the components o f the blimp system are

commercial off the shelf (COTS) and have been modified, as required, to meet the needs
o f the blimp system. To keep costs low only the pan-tilt assembly is a custom design.
The pan-tilt assembly was designed and built by the author using carbon fiber and Delrin
materials to ensure high strength and low weight.
2.2 Components
As designed, the system consists o f a 15 ft long-tethered blimp with the imaging
package attached to the keel o f the blimp. The blimp requires 300 cu ft of helium and has
a lift capacity o f 9 lbs at sea level. The final imaging package weighs in at 4 lbs 14 oz. A
blimp design was chosen over a round balloon design because of the blimp’s increased
stability in windy conditions. Initially the imaging platform was to consist o f two eight
mega-pixel digital still cameras. One camera was to be dedicated to imaging in the visible
wavelengths (RGB) while the other was to be modified to image in the near infrared
(NIR). Due to cost constraints, as this project was mostly financed using personal funds,
the digital cameras were replaced with a conventional 35mm film camera. Kodak
Ektachrome Infrared Film was used as the recording media, which enables recording in
the green, red, and infrared bands. The switch to an analog film camera increased the
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cycle time and the operating expenses due to film and processing costs as well as the time
required to digitize the processed film. In addition to the film camera, live video is
relayed to the operator’s console, enabling accurate framing prior to remote image
capture.
Figure 1 depicts the top-level system diagram o f the blimp remote sensing system.
The pan-tilt camera system was designed by the author utilizing carbon fiber and Delrin
material to ensure a high strength and a low flight weight. A commercially available
Futaba 6 channel model aircraft remote control servo system was purchased and modified
to provide 360 degrees of rotation for pan and tilt directions. A Hi Cam Pro X2 video
transmitter, receiver and camera were purchased and modified to provide a real time
video link to the ground control system. The video camera is fitted with a 3.6 mm lens
that provides a 73 degree field o f view (FOV). This field o f view is approximately equal
to the coverage o f a 28mm lens on a 35 mm film camera. The transmitter, receiver, and
video camera specifications are listed in Appendix A.
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Pa n/Ti ItAss em bly
w /35m m cam era
a n d C C D v ;deo
uplink control
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TetherlGOm maximum

Control
transm itter
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Figure 1
Top Level System Diagram
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The film camera used is a Canon Rebel Ils. This camera was chosen because of
its light weight carbon composite construction and more specifically its use o f a manual
film counter mechanism. The current generation o f 35mm cameras utilize an infrared
beam to count frames and would fog the film. The camera is fitted with a 24mm lens
providing an approximate 81 degree diagonal FOV. This lens was chosen in conjunction
with the video camera lens such that the film camera has a slightly greater coverage area
than the video camera. This enables the use o f the video camera for framing and ensures
an overlap region. Figure 2 provides a front and back view o f the Pan/Tilt assembly
Pioavet
Mounting
Pan 5<=f t o
4 t« 1 latio

Video

. ,
.
A ntenna

*
M

.
-3

. o .

R elccatea
.

Microphone
Video
Transmitter

Titt Servo
4 to 1 ratio

m m I'an-ieia

Video
Camei a

&

Batteries

mi wi* i

Servo

Front and Back View o f th e Pan /Tilt A ssem bly
Figure 2

Because of the use o f analog film, once the film has been processed, it must be
scanned to convert it to a digital form that can be used by the imaging programs. A
Nikon Coolscan LS-1000 was used to scan the 35mm film. The Nikon scanner has a
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maximum optical resolution o f 2700 pixels per inch (PPI) or approximately 106 pixels
per millimeter, (PPM). Scanner specifications are listed in appendix B. All images were
scanned at the maximum resolution; this 2700 PPI resolution has been used to derive the
calculated pixel ground resolution. Figure 3 depicts the field o f view o f the film camera
system and the calculations used to establish projected pixel ground resolution.
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Camera Height

and Pixel resolution

36.1

36.1

100 m
H orizontal FOV 7 3 .6 d e g r e e s '
w / 2 4 mm len s

75 m
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150 m

G round d ista n c e
p er im a g e

150
3 6 mm
2551

100 m

Film a s p e c t ratio = 3 : 2
04

s c a n n e d p ixels
p er im a g e

3826
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For a non-distorting, regular (non-fisheye) lens, the angle o f view is given by
A n gle o f V iew = 2 * ArcTan(Film D im ension / (2 * Focal Length * (1 + M agnification)))
M agnification can usually be approximated as 0 for normal (non-m acro) applications

Figure 3
Camera Height and Pixel Resolution

i
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2.3 Procedures
Prior to the beginning of the imaging flights eleven ground control points (GCP)
were surveyed. Each point was marked with a 25 cm diameter white disk. These disks
were used to calculate observed ground resolution and provide reference points within the
image. The proof of the concept was conducted at the Allwine Prairie Preserve. The
Allwine Prairie site had several outbuildings, one o f which was used as a temporary
blimp hanger during the imaging phase of the study. This greatly simplified set-up and
allowed for very rapid deployment
Each flight began with a topping off o f the blimp with helium. It was found that
the blimp would lose approximately 5% of the 300cu ft helium capacity per week. After
moving the blimp to the survey area, the instrumentation package was attached and the
blimp was raised to its operational altitude. Figure 4 shows the ground crew that assisted
in the first flight and several images of the blimp prior to and during the first flight. The
operator proceeded on the prescribed survey path with the blimp tethered to the
operator’s harness or ground vehicle. It was found that blimp control and operation, in
high wind conditions, was improved when the blimp was tethered to a ground vehicle.
During the flight, the down linked real time video was used to visually align and frame
the ground image prior to activating the shutter trigger servo. In windy conditions, the
video was critical in visualizing the movement o f the image package and taking the
image during short lull periods. Having completed the imaging flight, the film was sent
off for processing and subsequent scanning.

f i n a l C lw x *

$ ss .§8 k ;e 9 s r a .

First Flight o f th*» C o m p o rt Plir np<Rem oteSensing System
a t Aliwlne Pranrte Fte-seiw N orth of O m aha NE
April Ath 2006

Figure 4
First Flight Ground Photos
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2.4 Survey Site
The site chosen for the demonstration phase of the Compact Biimp Remote
Sensing Platform was the Allwine Prairie Preserve, located at 146 and State Street
northwest of Omaha, Nebraska. The preserve, originally a 160-acre farm northwest of
Omaha, was donated to the University by Mr. Arthur Allwine in 1959. The 65-hectare
area is now a reestablished grassland research area. In 1970, 53 ha were re-seeded with
native tall grass prairie species; an additional 3 ha were seeded with mid-grass prairie
species. Shown below is an image o f the Allwine Prairie looking toward the North taken
in early March, 2006. The initial flight of the Compact Blimp Remote Sensing System
ft.

was conducted on April 4 , 2006. The area imaged with the blimp system was in a
portion o f the tall grass prairie w hich has been carefully managed for several decades
using different management techniques, including mow'ing and burning.

aft]
*■

. ■■gufr r,. .-

• • V.

Figure 5
Ground view7o f Allwine Prairie looking to the North
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Figure 6 provides an overall map o f Nebraska, identifies the location o f All wine Prairie
Preserve in Douglas county, and displays the Farm Service Agency (FSA) Elkhom
Digital Orthophoto Quarter Quadrangle (DGQQ).

Allwine Prairie Survey Area
State o f Nebraska

M iles

Douglas C ounty

O m ana

E lk h o rn D O Q Q
FSA 2003 1m

Figure 6
Allwine Prairie Study Area

A llw ine P ra irie
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Figure 7 again shows the FSA Elkhom DOQQ but with successive enlargements to the
point that the 1 meter resolution limit o f the image starts to be visible. With the 1 meter
resolution of the image we are able to detect plot outlines and but noi much else.

Allwine Prairie Survey Site

200^ FSA Color 1 meter

Meters

Figure 7
Allwine Praire Survey Site

Meters
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To provide an example o f what is available from earth observing satellites. Figure
8 details a comparison o f a 30 meter resolution Landsat ETM+ image and the 1 meter
resolution FSA DOQQ image. Other system such as IKONOS and Quickbird provide
resolutions similar to the FSA DOQQ image however this resolution is only available in
the panchromatic band. It can be seen from the comparison that the Landsat image is o f
little use in identifying anything other than large features.
Allwine S u rvey A rea Im age C om parison

Landsat 30 meter
Srmaes are un-re'.tified

FSA 2003 1 meter

Figure 8
Allwine Survey Area Image Comparison
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In addition to the spatial resolution constraints of the high altitude and space
borne platforms, temporal resolution is of major concern when attempting to detect
events such a spring green up. According to Ramspott (2006) spring green up may be the
best time for differentiating plant species using remote sensing methods. At best,
Landsat images are only available every 16 days and then only if there is no cloud cover.
A combination of orbital pass timing and weather can preclude gathering any data during
the spring green up period. The temporal resolution of high altitude aerial imaging is
better than satellite imaging; however mission planning times can reduce this advantage.
In addition, aerial imaging has many o f the same weather constraints. This research is
centered on the development of a remote sensing platform that has increased temporal
resolution. To this end, the green up period of 2006 at the Allwine Prairie site was
observed and recorded utilizing the Compact Blimp Remote Sensing Platform.
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C hapter 3 Results
3.1 Initial Flight
It was found that the setup time from initial inflation, through preflight
instrumentation checkout, to ready for flight, took approximately 45 minutes. Test plot
numbering and management approach (mowing, burning and no action) were provided by
Dr. Bragg and Leanne Martin o f the University of Nebraska Omaha Department o f
Biology. Weather conditions for the first flight included clear skies and wind from the
southwest at 10 miles per hour with higher gusts
The initial flight was conducted as a baseline run to gather images prior to the
spring green-up period. Flight altitude was limited to 50 meters AGL (above ground
level) because o f gusty wind conditions and flight crew inexperience. Both vertical and
low oblique images were gathered. The film was processed in accordance with Kodak
technical specifications TI2323 for Ektachrome color infra-red film. The processed film
was scanned at an optical resolution o f 2700 dpi (dots per inch) using a Nikon coolscan
LS-1000 film scanner. Leica Erdas Imagine was the primary software package used
during image analysis. Figure 9 shows a basic data flow diagram o f the image processing
and data analysis section. The findings o f the image analysis are detailed in the results
section o f this document.

Scanned images were imported to Lieca Erdas Imagine

imaging software where they were geo-rectified to a UTM zone 14 projection, WGS 84
datum.

For display purposes, some o f the rectified images were exported to Adobe

Illustrator publication software, ancillary data were added. Ancillary data consisted of
test plot border lines, test plot numeric designations and test plot management techniques
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with the dates the techniques were applied.

The problems encountered and lessons

learned are detailed in the discussion section.

Imaging Flight of
Survey Area
Georeference
Images

Digitize processed
film
Perform
Classification /
Comparisons as
required

nport Images to
Erdas Imagine

Generate output

▼
Generate NDVI,
LAI, or other
indicies as
required

Figure 9
Image Analysis and Data Flow
Figures 10 through 12 show three o f the first flight images containing test plots at
the survey site along with ancillary data. Utilizing infra-red film, plant foliage will
normally show up as a strong signal in the infra-red (scanned red) band. A lack o f red in
the images is indicative of the low occurrence o f active plant growth at this time of year.
A significant amount of red first shows up in the 4/17/06 images. For a scale
comparison, the flight crew can be seen in the lower center of the image.
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Allwine Prairie Preserve Plots Imaged 4-4-2006
w / Compact Blimp Remote Sensing System
altitude 50 meters, Ektachrome Infra-Red Film
band sequence Spot equivalant 3,2,1

Magenta cotor indicates Infia-red reflectivity associated with vegetation
Plot 3
Plot 4
Plot 5
Plot 21

Burned Spring 2003.
Burned Fall 2004
Burned Sumer 2005
Burned Fall 200S

Plot 6 Mowed spi mg 2034
Plot 20 Mowed summer 2004
Plot 58 Mowed Summer 2005

Figure 10
Allwine Infra-red image eastern test plots
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Analysis o f the April 4th images reveals unique spatial patterns. A close
examination o f test plots 21, 34, and 54 reveals multiple spatially isolated dark clumps
within the test plots. Ground observ ations also reveal these clumps in the indicated test
plots.
Allwine Prairie Preserve Plots Imaged 4-4-2006
w /C o m p a ct Blimp Remote Sensing System
altitude 50 m eters Ektachrome color Infra-red film
Band com bination 3,2,1

UW k w MVBSM

>*Juc*dia4*p*a*

Plot 3 9 Burned Fal 12004
Plot 54 Burned Fall 2005

Maqarta cdortndctM * pferrtfolaga

Plot 19 Mowed
Plot 37 Mowed
P lo t38 Mowed
Plot 55 Mowed

Figure 11
Allwine Infra-red western test plots

ty *=4nn iJWin I t «

su m m e r 2005
su m m e r 2005
spring 2004
Spring 2005
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Allwine Prairie Preserve Plots Imaged 4-4-2006
w/Com pact Blimp Remote Sensing System
sit rate 8 5C meters,low obfllque, Extachrcme color
ln*ra-red film, band combination Spot equivilant 3,2,1

vm xf« 14W35«

Magenta color Indicates plant foliage

Plot 16 Bui nod
Plot 32 Bur nod
Plot 34 Burned
Plot 36 Burnod
Plot 54 Put nod

Plot
Plot
Plot
Plot
Plot
Plot
Plot
Plot

spi Ing 2003
spi Ing 2005
Fall 2005
Spi Ing 2003
Spi Ing 2033

Plot 18 U nburned / Unmowed

14 M owed
15 Mowed
17 M owed
19 Mowed
33 M owed
35 M owed
37 M owed
38 M owed

*‘*m sdl* n ***

spring 2005
Fall 2008
sum m er 2004
Sum m er 2035
Fall 2003
sum m er 2034
Summer 2005
Spring 2004

Figure 12

Allwine Infra-red image middle test plots

Spatial patterns are also evident in test plots 14, 19, 37, and 58. These horizontal
and vertical striations are visible in the indicated test plots. Ground observ ation and the
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management technique data reveal the striations to be patterns left by mowing practices.
It should be noted that the white string like object in Figure 12 is the radio antenna
hanging down into the field o f view. The antenna was repositioned and does not appear in
later flights. Additional flights and observations were conducted during the month o f
April, 2006 at Allwine Prairie Preserve. Table 1 lists the dates, times, observation type,
weather conditions and comments related to the site visits.
Table 1
Site Survey Log
Date

Time

Observation Type

Weather Conditions

Comments

4/4/2006

10:30
CDT

Imaging Flight

Sunny, winds 1Omph
gusting to 14

Initial set-up good, first flight only
minor problems

4/9/2005

13:00
CDT

Ground
Observation

Sunny, winds 15mph
gusting to 20

No visible changes since 04-04 flight,
hold off on next flight

4/14/2006

11:00
CDT

Ground
Observation

Overcast, winds
gusty

Some visible changes, starting to
green up fly in the next couple o f days

4/17/2006

12:30
CDT

Imaging Flight

Heavy Overcast,
winds 1Omph gusts
to 15

No ground support, used POV to
tether balloon

4/21/2006

14:00
CDT

Ground
Observation

Broken clouds, winds
15-20 mph

Little change since 4-17 hold off
flying

4/24/2006

11:00
CDT

Ground
Observation

Sunny, winds not
recorded

Starting to see significant green up
after rains fly in next 3 days

4/27/2006

10:30
CDT

Imaging Flight

Overcast, winds 1012mph higher gusts

Blimp control difficult very gusty
Blimp damaged after flight and
returned for repair
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Flights concluded on 4-27-06. The blimp helium envelope was damaged during ground
handling after the last flight and had to be returned to the manufacturer for repair.
3.2 Vegetative Indices Analysis
Following the last flight, image analysis was begun. Leica Erdas Imagine version
8.7 image processing software was used for the analysis. Erdas Imagine was chosen
because of the author’s experience using this software package and the level of
performance that was achieved in previous studies. To address the question of change
detection, images from all three flight dates were subjected to analysis utilizing
vegetative indices. The two indices that were used to detect plant growth are the
Normalized Difference Vegetative Index (N D V I) bands ((nir-red)/(nir+red)) and the
Erdas Vegetative Index (VI) bands (nir-red). The NDVI is able to respond to changes
in green biomass and the ratioing of bands tends to reduce the multiplicative noise (sun
illumination differences, cloud shadows, some topographic variation) present in multiple
bands of multiple-date imagery. The VI is an index that is somewhat exclusive to Erdas
Imagine. The index subtracts the red band digital values from the infra-red band digital
values producing a highlighting of the green biomass. The use of infra-red film is
declining in favor of digital systems. When the infra-red slide film is processed, the
infra-red band becomes the scanned red band, the red band becomes the green band and
the green band becomes the blue band. In order to use the Erdas vegetative indexes the
band combinations in the scanned image were re-ordered from RGB to BGR. This re
ordering aligns the data with the SPOT satellite bands 1, 2, and 3 enabling the use of the
SPOT NDVI and VI indexes.
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Figure 13 shows a comparison o f the VI for images taken on 4-4-06 and 4-17-06.
Bright regions are areas that show active plant growth. It can be seen that the 4-4-06
image has few bright areas indicating little active plant growth at this time. The few
bright areas are on the pathways and low lying wet areas, and appeared to be brome
grass. This was as expected; this image was purposely taken to capture the site prior to
spring green up. The 4-17-06 image does show a significant bright area in the lower right
portion o f the image. This indicates active plant growth and shows the areas o f change
between the 4-4-06 image and the 4-17-06 image. It should be noted that the 4-17-06
image was captured under heavy overcast skies that would have precluded any imaging
via aircraft or satellite.
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Comparison of VI (band3-band2) Images
Increased brightness indicates increased Photosynthetic activity

V ete's
WGS84 UTM 14N

JoAnn Sullivan 2006

Figure 13
Vegetative Index comparisons 4-4-06 to 4-17-06
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The images in Figure 14 show a comparison of images taken on 4-4-06 and 4-2706 respectively. NDVI was used to highlight the active plant growth area. Again it can
be seen that the 4-4-06 has very little active growth where as the 4-27-06 has many bright
areas indicating very active plant growth. The 4-27-06 images were also taken under
overcast skies. The cloud deck was slightly higher, as compared to the 4-17-06 flight,
which may have allowed fixed wing aircraft to operate but it would have obscured any
satellite imaging.
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Comparison of NDVI images
increased brightness indicates increased Photosynthetic activity

N

Meiers
WGS84 UTM14N

joArn Sullivan 2006

Figure 14
NDVI Comparison 4-4-06 to 4-27-06

A
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3.3 Spatial Analysis
As part o f the image analysis process the apparent ground resolution was
calculated. Prior to initial imaging, 11 ground control points wrere surv eyed. These
points w ere marked with a 25 cm diameter w'hite disc. Close examination o f the images
reveals that the discs comprise approximately 12 pixels in the image, giving an
approximate 2 cm per pixel ground resolution near the center o f the image. During the
image analysis process several o f the images contained test plots that had been burned in
the fall of 2005. Within these 2005 burned test plots, localized dark areas were observed.
During one o f the ground observation trips the photo below' w as taken.

Figure 15
Big Blucstem clump

These dark clumps were identified as patches o f big bluestem prairie grass, (Andropogon
Gerardii sp.) Figure 16 show s an overall view of test plot 54 w ith the visible dark

clumps. Included in the figure is a magnification of a small portion o f the image. The
small dark area clumps are easily seen. In an effort to enhance the image, a histogram

level slice was performed utilizing 5 levels. The significance o f this clumping pattern
not a subject of this research however it does demonstrate and highlight the ground
resolution capability of the system.
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Closeup of Bluestem Prairie Grass Patches
Burn date Fall 2005

VVGSS4 UTM 14N

hfcVS

Ground R esolution 2cm / pixel

J o A n r S ullivan 20C 6

Histogram Level S lice 5 levels

Figure 16
Close-up Bluestem Prairie Grass
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Another significant feature that was noticed during analysis o f the images was
horizontal and vertical striations in certain test plots. A review o f the test plot
management procedures reveals that these plots were designated for mechanical mowing
as their control method. Shown in Figure 17 are several test plots where the striations are
visible along with the date o f mowing. Also shown is one image where the test plot has
been mowed the previous year. It would appear that the marks left by mowing can be
detected up to one year later.
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Comparison of the Mowing Plots and Dates with
Resultant Temporal Artifacts, Imaging Date 4-4-06
Mowed Fall 2005

Mowed Summer 2005

Mowed Spring 2005

Mowed Summer 2004

JoA nn Sullivan 2 0 0 6

Figure 17
Mowing and Temporal Artifacts
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In an effort to find a computational method of identification, descriptive statistics
and histograms o f the raw images for each band of each image in Figure 17 were
calculated. The results o f these calculations are shown in Appendix C. As part o f the
analysis the standard deviations o f the green, red, and near infrared bands o f each image
were averaged across the three hands. There appears to be a trend, in that as the date o f
mowing progresses back in time, the mean average standard deviations decreases.
There, however, does appear to be slight anomaly in the case o f the Fall 2005 image. The
av erage standard deviation is lower than expected. This might be explained by looking
at the Fall 2005 image. The image appears to be somew hat saturated, and the striations
are not as visible as would be expected. Table 2 is summary o f the results.
Table 2
Standard Deviations and Means
Image Period

Green
Band

Red
Band

Near IR
Band

Standard
D eviations
Fall 2005
Summer 2005
Spring 2005
Summer 2004

18.587487
31.792958
14.628524
13.314688

23.9408
31.13576
19.89561
16.59621

17,880785
21 702879
19 593658
13 305392

20.136356
28.210532
18.039265
14.405430

167.955
127 499
192 71
162.917

110.961
75.775
130 806
119 763

169.344
133.958
186.594
171.875

3 Band
Average

Means
Fall 2005
Summer 2005
Spring 2005
Summer 2004

229
198
236
232

116
600
266
945
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3.4 Spectral Analysis
Having been able to detect temporal patterns in the mowed test plots, the burned
test plots were investigated to see if a method could be found to identify temporal
patterns in these plots. Initially, textural analysis routines within the imaging software
were used. It was found that the moving windows writhin the software were loo small
(7x7) to be useful, however they did highlight the dust particles and lint that had been
present during the scanning process. Subsequently a spectral analysis routine w ithin the
Erdas Imagine software w as used to derive spectral signatures within sample areas of
selected bum plots. Figure 18 shows the image that was used for the spectral analysis.

Test Plots used for Spectral Analysis
numbers 21,1,4,3

Figure 18
Spectral Analysis Test Plots
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It can be seen from Table 3 that there appears to be an overall brightening of the
scene as the time between bums increases. According to the ERDAS Imagine field guide,
the measurement values shown below are a relative measure o f the reflectance o f the data
set, where a value o f 255 equals 1 and a value of 0 equals 0. It is hypothesized that what
is being detected is the residual charcoal that is left after burning. The charcoal appears
to give the scene a dark appearance as evidenced in the Fall 2005 test plots. As we
progress in time, the vegetation appears to get denser, obscuring the charcoal on the
ground until there is little evidence of the bum one year later. It is interesting that the
evidence o f both mowing and burning tends to be visible for approximately one year and
then is obscured by vegetative growth.

Table 3
Relative Spectral Values for Selected Bum Plots
Test Plot Bum
Date

Erdas
Relative

Spectral

Values

Imaged 4/4/06

Green
Band

Red
Band

Near IR
Band

Plot 21
Fall 2005
Plot 1
Spring 2005
Plot 4
Fall 2004
Plot 3
Spring 2003

Average of 3
Bands

0.200

0.320

0.500

0.340

0.210

0.490

0.600

0.433

0.350

0.530

0.750

0.543

0.340

0.550

0.810

0.567
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Chapter 4 Discussion

Initial expectations of the Compact Blimp Remote Sensing System, and how it
performed in the field, are fairly consistent; however there are several deviations from
original expectations. It was believed that the process of making a mosaic from multiple
images would be much easier than it turned out to be. This can be attributed to the
inability to hold an accurate altitude in varying wind conditions. With the blimp tethered
to a fixed ground point any increase in wind speed has the effect of reducing the altitude
o f the blimp. This caused the image scale to change and made it difficult to align images.
Initial design parameters called for the blimp to be operated in wind conditions of
8 mph or less, however these conditions were never present at the survey site. All flights
were conducted in sub-optimal conditions, with ground control tenuous at times.
Because the initial flight was flown at 50 meters, the two subsequent flights were also
flown at 50 meters to try and match the scale between images. The projected operating
altitude of 100 meters was not reached. This can be blamed on the timidity of the author
and the desire to complete the required flights. To be very honest, seeing 3000 dollars of
one’s own money hanging on the end of a kite string can be very unnerving.
The financial constraints that necessitated changing from an all digital imaging
system to an analog film system did cause an increase in processing time and may have
caused degradation in the image quality due to the added step of scanning the analog
images.
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Image analysis was hindered slightly by the author not having extensive
experience with writing imaging algorithms for Erdas Imagine software. With the
development of custom software algorithms, the textural features that are visible in the
images may have revealed additional information. The high resolution detail o f the
images caused some problems. The convolution and textural matrices that come standard
with the Erdas Imagine software were too small, (max 7x7), to be useful. Quoting from
the Leica Geosystems (2003) Erdas Imagine Field Guide.
“The algorithms incorporated into ERDAS IMAGINE are those which are applicable in a
wide variety of situations and are not computationally over-demanding. This latter point
becomes critical as the moving window size increases. Research has shown that very
large moving windows are often needed for proper enhancement. For example, Blom
(Blom and Daily, 1982) used up to a 6 lx 61 windows.”
Custom matrix algorithms would have helped in the analysis of the blimp system images.

Having said the above, the system still performed admirably. System response
time was on the order o f hours rather than the days, weeks or months required for a fixed
wing or satellite system mission. Image quality was judged as excellent, with
demonstrated ground resolutions on the order o f 2cm per pixel. The system provided
detailed views of changes during the spring green up process, as well as being able to
image features that had not previously been recorded at the Allwine Prairie site. The
system was able to fly and gather images in overcast conditions that would have been
impossible for fixed wing or satellite systems. This capability alone is enough to justify
the investment. This capability can be critical to a researcher that may otherwise have no
data, if they were relying only on fixed wing or satellite assets.
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Chapter 5 Conclusion and Recommendations
This author believes that the Compact Blimp Remote Sensing System has proven
itself to be a valuable research tool. The system is able to operate in overcast conditions
that other more costly and advanced systems would not have been able to image in. It
has been able to gather high quality, high resolution images at costs far below those of
fixed wing aircraft and satellite systems. Through the analysis o f the blimp system
images, environmental change during the spring green-up has been identified and
documented. It has a proven capability o f being tasked in a matter o f hours versus days,
weeks or months, and while performing its task, it is has been able to loiter over the
target area longer than other systems.
The Blimp system does have its short comings, (limited spectral response, wide
band coverage, analog recording) it in no way threatens aircraft or satellite systems;
however it does appear to fill a valuable niche in the remote sensing field. This research
has shown that the blimp system can gather valuable high resolution data on
environmental conditions during adverse imaging conditions and in a timely manner.
5.1 Recommendations
The research conducted would be a useful part of any long term study of a
relatively small area such as the restored prairie at Allwine. The blimp system could also
be a valuable tool in the investigation of sea grass loss in estuary systems or possibly the
monitoring o f endangered species, such as the Florida manatee. It is hoped that this
research may spur on others to look at the reuse of older technologies to fill these niches.
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Appendix A
Pro X2 System
Specifications

D im ensions (with 73° lens)
W eight
(with 7 3 » Jens)
L enses Available (diagonal an gle of view )
Im aging S ystem
Availaoie IV Formats
CCD Resolution
Minimum Illumination
V oltage R equirem ent
Current Consumption

3Cmm(W) x 25m m (H ) x 28.6nrm (D )
1 1 0 ° , 9 5 ° , 73°, 3 8 °, 30°
1 /4 ” CCD (colour)
PAL or NTSC
3 8 0 lines
1,0 Lux @ F2.0
;50m A g 5V

T R A N S M IT T E R
D im ensions (excluding an ten n a so ck et)
W eight (including antenna)
RF Output Power,
.Channel Frequencies (4 ) , ”
Modulation Type

39m m (W ) x 3 lm m (H ) x llm m ( D )
If m lc tnstal
200m W
.4 3 0 , 2 .4 5 0 . 2 .4 7 0

m sm m B B S krn aa

1 Volt p /p 7 5 Ohm com p osite
Line lievel (am plified m icrophone included)
4 .0 - S .5 V DC
,
2 5 0 mA (approx) @ 5V
Om ni-directional coaxial.dipole
Dip sw itch es for settin g channel
JR / HfTec {or Futaba on req u est)
up to 2000" (dep. on local conditions)

Audio t;;
vo ita g e Requirement
Current Consumption
D etachable Antenna
Ors-poard S w itches
Power Connector
Range (with our receiver)

Antenna C onnector
V ideo Output Audio.Output
!.C hannels & Modulation
Sensitivity ;i .
, , j,
.
.
.
V oltage R equirem ent
Current C onsum ption
D etachable Antenna
AC Adaptor for R eceiver
•

,

*

SMA, 50 Ohm
1 Volt p /p 7 5 Ohm co m p o site - Line Level
S a m e a s transm itt
-8 5 dBm
12 V DC
F—
■ ‘
: V*'' t
3 0 0 mA (approx)
-il1’ .
; .
Patch,. 8 dBi
V ersions available for m o st countries
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Appendix B
Nikon Coolscan LS-1000 Specifications

Film used:

35m m film (color/m onochrom e, negative/
positive)
Mounted slides (3.0mm or less and 1.1 mm or
more in thickness)
Strip film (up to 6 images)

Scanning method:

Stepper-driven film stage, single pass method

Sensor:

2.592 pixel linear C C D image sensor

Light source:

RGB L ED Array

Color separation:

RGB line sequential

Scanning area:

24.3 x 36.5mm, 2,592 x 3,888 pixels.
Strip film holder aperture is 23.4 x 35.4mm.

Scanning resolution:

Pixel size: 9.4 micron square pixel
Pixel density: 106 pixels/mm, 2,700 dpi (on
film surface)

A/D conversion:

12 bits/color

Output data:

Full color (8 bits/color)

Focus:

Auto-focus

Film holder:

Not required for mounted slide scanning.
FH-2 is used for strip film scanning.

Interface:

SCSI-2 compliant

Si/e:

6.0 (W) x 10.5 (H) x 2.5 (D) inches
(151 x 267.5 x 63.3mm)

Weight:

Approx. 4.21bs (1.9kg)

Power supply:

AC 100 - 240V, 50/60Hz, 0.3 - 0.2A

Temperature:

5 0 F - 9 5 aF (R F C - 3 5 ° C )

Humidity:

20% - 85% (no condensation)

Options:

Nikon Auto Slide Feeder SF-100
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Appendix C
Statistics and Histograms for Figure 17 Mowed Plots
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Appendix D

Bill o f Materials
Components COTS

quantity

Cost total per item

Southern Balloon Works 15ft Blimp

lea

$595

Hi Cam Pro X2 video system

lea

$690

Used Canon Rebel IIs w/ 24mm lens

lea

$205

Futaba 6ch radio control system
(Pan-Tilt control system)
Futaba 3ch radio control
(Emergency deflate system)
Used 5.6 inch LCD Monitor

lea

$171

lea

$59

lea

$79

Flight tether 500ft w/ winder

lea

$60
$1699

Total COTS
Custom Components
Pan-Tilt Assembly
Carbon fiber 3/32 12in x 12 in
Delrin fabrication material 3/8 and
3/16 thickness
Timing sprockets 48 tooth and
12 tooth
Flanged ball bearings
55 tooth timing belt .200 pitch
Stainless Steel ground shafts 3/8in
Misc. machine screws and hardware
Battery belt and 2ea 12v 4aH
batteries
Total custom Parts
Grand total

lea

$246

lea

$59
$305
$2004

No labor costs are shown for the design and fabrication o f the pan-tilt assembly or the
system assembly. These were all performed by the author and totaled approximately 160
hours o f fabrication
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